A mode I fracture criterion applicable for cracks oriented in the transverse plane in softwood is studied at the mesoscopic scale, i.e. the annual ring scale. Numerical investigation combined with digital image correlation help to obtain wood fracture parameters into the annual ring. These parameters give additional knowledge and understanding for wood fracture according to local specificities such as crack tip position into an annual ring and notch orientation related to wood natural orientation and solicitation orientation
Introduction
The mechanical behavior of wood is strongly affected by the complex anatomy of the material whatever the scale of observation. At the macroscopic scale (0.1-1m), wood is often considered as an homogeneous material with cylindrical orthotropic properties characterized by three main directions: longitudinal (L), radial (R) and tangential (T) direction. For fracture study, the plane of the crack and the mode of crack propagation help to specify several fracture mechanisms. The presented study deals with crack propagation in the transverse plane. However, given the assumption of homogeneity for wood structure, the macroscopic scale leads to limited and rough approximation of fracture criteria and cannot fully explain several fracture mechanisms observed in the transverse plane.
In order to better understand complex fracture mechanism of softwood and especially spruce wood, the analysis has to take into account local heterogeneity given by the mesoscopic scale (1-10 mm). At this scale, wood can be seen as a continuum or as a cellular material. The cell density variation along each annual ring characterizes the material and the mechanical response of wood. Annual ring data variability can explain typical fracture mechanisms such as secondary crack creation, crack bifurcation or crack arrest. The aim of this study is thus the determination and implementation of fracture criteria in order to explain wood fracture mechanisms at the mesoscopic scale from a simple model. In this paper mode I fracture in specifically studied.
Elastic model description and analysis

Continuous elastic model at the mesoscopic scale
The mesoscopic scale is characterized by the high cell shape variability according to its relative position into the annual ring. E.g. in the earlywood, cell walls are much finer than in the latewood and it affects local mechanical properties of wood. Evolution laws of several cell shape parameters have been establish by Simon [1] from observations, measurements, and some literature data [2] . Cells mechanical contribution is calculated according to their specific geometry given by their position into the annual ring. The use of beam theory helps then to calculate from the knowledge of local forces and moments cell walls strains and displacements. This analytical model has been validated by finite element simulation. It is then used in order to predict stiffness matrix of a group of cells with few geometrical variations defined by their relative position into the annual ring. This homogenization process is realized for 10 specific areas in the growth ring from earlywood to latewood. The local mechanical model predicted is related to a multilayer cylindrical and orthotropic composite material (Fig.1) . On the one hand, this model is able to represent wood local heterogeneity in a simple manner; on the other hand the model chosen is a continuum material and is more suitable for numerical investigation of the local fracture behavior. 
Numerical investigation intended for elastic model validation
A specific, simple and realistic numerical model is implemented in order to validate the elastic model of softwood. Once the elastic model validated, the numerical model can be relied on and used as a tool for fracture parameters research.The numerical modeling of spruce wood is implemented using the material point method (MPM). The software used in these simulations is called Nairn-MPM-FEA and is developed by Nairn [2] .The input of these simulations real can be numerically design or extracted from studied samples' picture. In that case, input data are comparable to array of pixels with specific gray level. The software can then specify several materials related to different range of gray level. A complementary image analysis program has been created with Matlab® in order to extract adequate gray map from a wood sample image. The combination of the Matlab® program and the software Nairn-MPM-FEA allows the implementation of complex and realistic wood morphologies which is not easy to obtain from other methods.
Wood transverse geometry is thus extracted and filled with adequate mechanical properties. Each annual ring is described as a multilayer cylindrical orthotropic composite material with gradual mechanical properties. A local coordinate system is defined from the image of the sample which results in the creation of an angle map associated to the gray level input image. This numerical method is also used in the next issue of this work as Nairn-MPM-FEA is well adapted to fracture study, crack analysis and crack propagation investigation. It allows fracture simulation without local refinements around the crack tip or crack path predetermination.
Field measurements vs. numerical results
Full field experimental measurements and numerical results are then compared with the objective of defining the precision and the quality of the numerical model. For that purpose, a compression test has been realized on a spruce sample. As wood's mechanical behavior may change with humidity or temperature variations, tests are carry on a specific regulated climatic chamber realized by Simon [1] . In these tests, humidity is maintained at 34%RH and local temperature at 24°C. In situ full field measurements are obtained with the combined use of a CCD camera combined with a universal tensile machine (Schenck Méca RSA 250kN). Digital image correlation (DIC) technique is then employed with the software Icasoft®[3] developed at LaMCoS. The resolution is about 1/100 pixel with an average annual ring width of 25 pixels.
Global mechanical results demonstrate a global quasi linear elastic behavior up to an average stress of 4Mpa and 0.0954 strain. DIC results exhibit local compression strain. Tangential strains are higher at the edges than at the center of the sample. This indicates that wood stiffness increase when material tangential orientation is aligned with the direction of the solicitation. At the edge of the sample, wood material orientations are oriented at an angle of about 45° to the solicitation orientation. A similar test is computed with MPM [4] .The boundary conditions are chosen in order to constrain the bottom side of the sample in transverse displacement. The top side of the sample is loaded under displacements control. Numerical results exhibit a good correlation with experimental measurements (Fig.2) . The qualitative comparison shows many similarities with wood sample mechanical behavior. The quantitative transversal strain comparison indicates an average gap of about 15% between these two results. This gap results of lack of local stiffness for specific orientation. The numerical model is then completed with the implementation of woody rays' mechanical contribution [5] . The modified wood mechanical model exhibits wooden rays mechanical contribution. In the latewood, longitudinal and tangential moduli decrease whereas radial modulus increases. The quantitative transversal strain comparison between experimental strain field measurements and new numerical computations is then better and indicates an average gap of about 10.9%. This improvement is encouraging given that numerical simulation relies on several approximations and simplifications. Several heterogeneities are not taken into account such as volume defects or non perfect cellular structure. Wood sample historical background can also affect mechanical properties: internal stresses due to tree growing, thermohydric stresses, natural and non natural solicitations. Given all these causes of variability, this modified model is considered valid for the relative gap smaller than 12%.
Determination of softwood mesoscopic fracture criteria
Macroscopic fracture tests
In order to characterize wood fracture in the transverse plane, several tension tests have been realized on compact tension (CT) square wood samples with different global orientations. The global direction in defined by the angle between the radial direction and the solicitation direction. Three CT samples with an angle of 0°, 90° and ±45°are specifically analyzed. A preliminary notch is set up with a small saw then a razor blade, perpendicularly to the direction of solicitation in the middle of the right side of the sample. CT sample are than loaded in tension until breakdown in the same experimental setup of the compression tests.
CT test macroscopic mechanical response shows the influence of the material orientation in the fracture process (Fig.3) . At ±45° and when crack is oriented to the pith of the sample, similar behaviors appear. A primary tensile drop comes out, followed by an increasing loading. Crack path is made of several bifurcations especially while crack tip is close to the latewood. Crack path is a combination between radial and tangential propagation according to the position into the annual ring. The observed mixed mode fracture mechanisms show that as material properties vary with the orientation and the relative position into the annual ring, fracture mechanisms may vary with respect to these parameters. Strong interfaces between latewood and new earlywood are the location of specific fracture behavior and can explain complex wood fracture process. At 0°, radial crack propagation occurs. Mode I of fracture in predominant and crack propagation is followed by many crack arrests while crack tip reaches latewood. This behavior is especially observable for crack propagating to the pith. Crack is then stopped at the interface between two annual rings. The wood strain energy increases until the accumulated energy reaches its critical value. Radial crack continues then to propagate. These observations let suppose that crack propagation is favored whenever radial crack is oriented to the bark. At 90°, tangential stable crack propagation occurs in the earlywood of a single annual ring. These CT tests will be used thereafter in order to discuss the validity of investigated local fracture criteria. 
Mesoscopic tests experimental setup
Fracture analyses at the mesoscopic scale require specific experimental setup in order to allow in situ observations and measurements. The designed setup combined with full field measurements, microscopic observations and local analyses under regulated thermohydric conditions.
For that purpose, small samples of about 3mm of thickness are loaded in tension in a tensile machine specifically designed to be placed during the loading on a microscope stage. Crack fracture process can thus be observed at the annual ring scale for several orientation and crack tip position into the growth ring. The many tests achieved exhibit the following results. Radial crack especially while they propagate to the bark involve cell walls peeling and are generally stable. Tangential cracks are mainly instable and relate to cell walls breaking [6] . Fracture energy seems to be lower for radial crack propagation than for tangential crack propagation. This supposition has however to be weighted by the crack tip position into the annual ring. Critical tensile load vary in a complex manner and is a function of both local density and crack orientation and direction. DIC is used in this test in order to measure local fracture parameters. An Icasoft® specific tool is there applied for fracture study, and thus non continuous field measurements. Energy release rate G can be calculated thanks to the evaluation of J integral with the assumption of linear fracture mechanics. Under that assumption, G and J are similar. J integral is therefore calculated from the crack virtual extension principle [7] u the local displacements. This technique, well suitable for homogeneous material is there used with local homogenized material properties so that local stress be estimated from strain measurements. Even the method shows some restrictions, it can reveal some interesting information for the experimental determination of mesoscopic fracture criteria. This tool is thus applied to obtain critical energy release rate with respect to the crack tip position in the annual ring.
Numerical tool for fracture analysis
The numerical tool Nairn-MPM-FEA developed previously is here combined to the CRAMP algorithm with a view to study fracture behavior of wood model at the mesoscopic scale. The calculation of stress and displacement field around the crack tip and J integral calculation help to better understand fracture mechanisms and give some clue to define fracture criteria and crack path bifurcation. CRAMP algorithm deals with crack discontinuities [8] with the use of multiple speed fields which allows to multiple field equation calculation for particles neighboring the crack. Energy release rate can be estimated from J integral component [9] evaluation.
Investigation of local fracture criteria : influence of relative position into the annual ring
Mesoscopic fracture criteria evaluation needs the evaluation of the ratio ( ) ( ) c G r G r for several orientations. Experimental measurements of ( ) Gc r are carried on with the mesoscopic test experimental setup described above combine with DIC local fracture measurements. Several mesoscopic tensile tests analysis indicates the tendency that critical energy release rate increase with the local density. The proposed fracture criteria are then ( ) ( ) c G r k d r = × where k 0.85 J/m² in this configuration. ( ) G r variation is obtained from numerical tests implementation with Nairn-MPM-FEA/CRAMP. J integral is calculated for several positions into the annual ring for the same growth ring geometry. Particular crack orientations are studied: radial crack oriented to the pith, radial crack oriented to the bark and tangential crack. For each model, crack is normal to the direction of applied loading. Mode I fracture is supposed predominant in this tests panel. Simulated samples are chosen to be sufficiently far from the pith so that annual ring curvature doesn't stand. Applied load is small enough to assure J integral calculated doesn't exceed critical values. Numerical results for radial crack propagation indicate the influence that mechanical fracture behavior varies with the direction of propagation.
While crack propagates to the pith, the progression from earlywood to latewood is brutal. Interface behaviors show a drop of J integral value once crack cross transition wood. Away from the strong interface, integral J tends to increase to then decrease in the earlywood because of the neighboring latewood. Strong interface affects fracture parameters and leads to local dropping of these parameters. While the crack propagates to the bark, strong interface results to the crack progression from a very stiff material to a compliant one. Interface effects are weaker. J Integral tends to increase with local material density. However after the crack passes through the latewood, one can observe a drop of J integral followed by a brutal growth. Tangential study shows a dependency of the local density in integral J determination. J integral seems then to vary in inverse proportion to local density. As crack is fully embedded in one single material layer, interface issues are thus avoided for this specific crack orientation.
Mesoscopic criteria evaluation ( ) ( ) c G r G r helps to predict some fracture mechanisms (Fig.4) . At the interface between earlywood and latewood, ( ) ( ) c G r G r criterion drops when crack is oriented to the pith. Fracture is thus difficult to obtain and can explain crack arrests phenomena. When the crack propagates to the bark, the crack propagation is a way easier. Crack propagation in latewood leads to immediate fracture into the next annual ring. Saccade crack propagation can be explained by these analyses. In the middle of earlywood, radial crack to the bark is not easy. This may explain secondary crack apparition in this kind of configuration. In the late wood, tangential fracture is more difficult to fulfill than in less dense material. Tangential crack will then be leaded to tend to the earlywood area as observed experimentally. 
Conclusion
Criteria for mode I fracture in wood have been implemented and specifically analyzed from the combined use of DIC fracture measurements and material point method panel tests. Macroscopic fracture criteria show the crack orientation influence on the fracture process. The limit of these criteria demonstrates the need of mesoscopic information to explain specific fracture behavior. Mesoscopic fracture criteria versus crack tip position into the annual ring and crack orientation gives a better understanding of fracture mechanisms in the transverse plane. They give explanation to crack arrest or secondary crack apparition phenomena.
These analyzes have realized within the framework of linear elastic fracture mechanics and under mode I assumption. However, given wood local heterogeneity and crack bifurcation, mixed mode I and II fracture in wood have to been taken into account. This investigation is the next step in the transverse softwood fracture investigation.
